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INTRODUCTION 

Kosuke Koyama, a former missionary to Thailand, has penned the 

following words in an imaginary letter to Dr. Daniel McGilvary (1828rr 

1911), a pioneer missionary in northern Thailand for over half a century: 

. . . I have become very curious to know whether your 

if 

audience understood your preaching or not, if: you will pardon 

me for asking. In my ministry here today-I am forced to see 

how thoroughly strange and unrealistic--how "Western"--is the 

Christian vocabulary to the ears of my Thai neighbours. How 

did you explain the thoughts such as "Buddha (groaned under his 

load of guilt", "Our Jehovah Jesus is the only self-existent 

being in the universe", "He did this out of infinite love and 

pity for our race after it had sinned", "Everything seems to 

• imply the contrivance of mind:, "Suffered and died to save 

us", "The incarnation, life, and death of Christ and redemption 

through his blood", and "eternal life"? Don't you think, 

Dr. McGilvary, that you spoke too directly or inflexibly to 

your audience? . . . If you had said that "Buddha groaned under s\ 

his own load of dukkha", "Our Jehovah Jesus i|s the only arahant 

in the universe" . .——then your audience might not have added . 

their own seasoning to the ingredients. It is pretty well sea

soned already! But of course you cannot say that Jesus Christ 

is ajn arahant. This would be candy-coated poison. It might go 

down the throat without irritation, but when it reached the 

stomach it would paralyse the vital organs. [Suppose you wanted 

to say that "Jesus is an arahant", then you would have to do it 

with endless conditional sentences and explanatory paragraphs. 

That would require too much labour and only invite.misunder

standing. . . . 

Here Dr. Koyama handily sets before his readers the dilemma which faces 

every person who seeks to communicate cross-culturally: How does one 

communicate using familiar forms in ;a culture without altering the 

meaning of the message as it is understood in his own culture? 

This question.is, after all, at the base of all theology. Is not 

^ ^ good theology that which defines God and his revelation to man in culturall 

£V perceptible terms? If so, all theology should really be contextual; and 

o f 



any attempt to dress Truth in the garb of a given culture is an attempt to 

"do theology." ThL task of this paper is to research what kind of "theolo

gizing" is going on in the Church of Jesus Christ in Thailand today. 

s~ One who proceeds to delve into this subject will discover early on 

that there is not much written theology to be found. Samuel Kim reports 

that "the Thai people appear to be more interested in external and visible 

I. 0' j| symbols and elements than in sophisticated philosophical thought and 

^pU/^ speculations. It is rare to find genuine Thai Ithinkers of the Western 

variety." There are really almost no Christian writers and thinkers who 

h ' f f r ^ produce theological materials. Kim's summary of the situation is that "all 

f'^0 / theological deve ioD-r.ents and efforts of indigenization are completely 

a t 1 ' & 

/ f c i v ~ monopolized by roreign missionariesV-^lt is sad to realize that the Thai 

f , n Church today faces a theological vacuum." , , \> , * ' - ^ x t K S ^ 

If theology has been "spoon-fed" to Thai Christians, what is there" 

id 
for the writers of this paper to describe or diagnose? What will be the. 

( purpose cf this study? First it is important to state what the paper will 

^ i 

Cf not be. It will not be an attempt to write a "Thai theology"—that is 

•̂fk- , impossible because the writers are not Thai. Neither will the paper be a 
y& ' call to a "bookish" Christianity for Thailand. Rather, the writers assume 

•^fcjkj • that whether or not one is "doing theology," cpntextualization is going on 

anyway. Or in different words, any behavior of the Church is rooted in 

njjft^' some theological presupposition—whether or not that presupposition is 

v if / J^onsciously perceived. If so, it lies before the writers of this paper to 

/fX-UJi aV'K 'work backwards from that which is observable in the life of the Thai Church 

[\o t'if t o t n a C which has so far gone unstated—the underlying theological presup— 

positions. This is at best a highly tentative; effort and at worst an 

exercise in foolhardy speculation. 

The following material is divided into three major sections. The 



THAI CULTURAL VALUES 

CuLtural values are those things that standardize the worth, the 

effect or the function of any given phenomenon in a culture or society. 

In order to fully understand the things that take place within a given 

i 
( 

^ cultural setting, these values must first be integrated into one's under-

$, i standin.2. One cannot fully understand the Thai in their everyday acti-

hi? 

as vities unless he first sees those things that are important to the Thai 

people -.ithin their culture. 
J 

Th^i culture is generally a scene of social harmony and non-conflict. 

\ J > The foreigrer or Westerner will rarely observe face-to-face rejection, f \ f£ 

Afjv refusal or comrontation. Exposing the true feelings is looked upon as 

' VJ|£ s n a r n e^ L'J- h T ^ embarrassing—a thing to be avoided. Regardless of what true. 

I' 

feelings would dictate for action, there is for the Thai a prescribed 

" propriety of action for every situation. This prescription is closely 

followed for the sake of the preservation of the status quo, since for 

the Thai this is what brings him comfort and satisfaction. In other 

j 

words, the social cosmetic is what the social aspect of Thai culture is 

^ ( O ^ y a D o u t a n a " it sets the stage for understanding the values within the 

a - culture. 

^ci> The social cosmetic is exactly what it says—the cover up of reality. 

,T / It is important to know that the cosmetic is not necessarily reality—not 

even to the Thai. It is most certainly a way of avoiding embarrassment 
V 

^ or some other sort of anxious situation. For instance, a visitor to 

Thailand is overcome by the extreme politeness of the people. This is 
V*. 

yf inananu is overcome uy cne extreme point 



evidenced in what seems to be a genial interest in others and a genuine 
• 1 

concern for the welfare and comfort of others. What the first glance 

observer does not realize is that this activity can be a cover up for r ft 

completely different feelings. The Thai maintain this attitude normally ^ 0 7 

as a disguise for their true anxiety over the apparent intentions of 

others. In this way they can harbor bitter feeling^ and still not dis

rupt the peaceful, relaxed facade that is so typical of the Thai people. 

In this way also they can refrain from unnecessarily offending someone 

with an unbridled tongue. The point is that the maintenance of the most 

comfortable situation is a priority of priorities. The values must be 

f 

preserved at =11 costs and the social cosmetic—though it has many parts sC&$^• 

— is the instrument by which this preservation can be achieved. • , 4 

•Then what are these values? What is it that makes them such a c * Jtff 

priority to the Thai people? Why do they affect the culture in such an • ' J i T , 

all-pervasive way? r tfVy^ 
5 6 i < 5 

Eoth Wendell Blanchard and—Frank-Moore have categorized these V 

list are: 1) the spiritual aspect, 2) individualism, and 3) authority 

values into three areas Which form a neat analysis. The areas that the 

v.f.,-v>v 

Spiritual Development and the Attainment of Merit ™ 

In this area the person of the monk is the ideal. He is the 

representative of the one who has attained spiritual perfection in his 

walk. The Buddhist monkhood or the Sangha is something that commands great 

respect. In fact, even some of the poorest Thai are known to give up to 

25% of their annual income to the priesthood.' For the majority of the 

Thai, religious morality is a)ipriority, whether it is a genuine ccr.viction 

is 

or not. The primary goal of this religious morality is the attainment of , 

merit. This is achieved by the performance of certain prescribed acts. 



>>6 

One of the most prominent values associated with merit-making 

is that of generosity. Generosity is an aspect of Thai culture :hat 

immediately strikes a first observer in Thailand. It is directly tied 

to merit-making in that merit-making motivates a generous spirit on the 

part of the Thai. Some giving is expectedly more meritorious than other 

giving. For example, giving money for the construction of a Buddhist 

i 

temple falls second only to giving one's life to the monkhood. There 

are specified degrees of meritorious giving. Blanchard goes on to cite 

some of the tacit rules concerning giving: 

V 

i f ' S 

"The Thai say that a person who gives 

must sincerely want to and must never 

have any later regrets. When 25jThai 

farmers were asked the question, 1 'Who 

•would receive more merit: a farmer who 

'Love 30 baht and had no regrets or a 

t a m e r who gave 50 baht and wished that 

had given only 25?' 22 answered that 

the first farmer would. When asked... 

(if the second farmer instead) gave 

•D00 baht and wished he had only ;given 

25 ... 10 specified the first andl5 the 

second. The 15 explained that so much 

good would accrue through the 1000 baht 

that the donor even though he regretted 

all but Q25, would eventually gain more 
..o 

merit." 

Generosity is then a primary value under the category of spir 

& >A itual development. Another cultural value most worthy of mention con-

icerns the idea that in order to be a truly loyal Thai, one must also/v 

f ' v ̂  be Buddhist. To be Thai and to be Buddhist are one and the same ess

ence in the mind of the Thai. They might even go so far as to say 

that the most devout Buddhists can only be the Thai. Supreme ioyal- . ^ / 

ty to the cause of the Buddha goes hand-in-hand on a list of priori- ^Ls ^ 

ties with the worship and admiration of the king and queen whose 

M pictures can be found very near to the altar of Buddha in many homes.^ 

-• 



The extreme priority of the Buddha and the king in the life of the Thai 
j 

has been well put by Larry Persons in saying, ". . .j to ask a,Thai to turn 

away from his- religion is tantamount • to a request thjat he relinquish his'jfO^^f 

m 1 ;xa ii> )/? 10 

4 A 'Thainess'." 5 

Concerning the spiritual dimensions of cultural value for the Thai 

we have listed generosity, the Buddha and the king. All three of these 

areas contribute much to merit attainment for the individual^ The thought 

of merit for the individual leads us to the next major category of 

cultural values . . . j 

Individual "Irresponsibility" 

. J 
Of all of the aspects of Thai xuttirce it is this one that is likely 

the most thoroughly pervasive. 

"Â ior.g the first things that a Thai child learns is that he can 

depend only upon himself and that his duty is to meet every situation ade-

i 

/' quately. Friendships are important but the basic altitude of self-resonsi-

ii i 
^J bility is not altered by them." J 

There is a general acceptance among the Thai[of the fact that one's 

'ci actions are not the concern of anyone else. There is therefore somewhat 
• P i 

' of a non-amenability to regimentation. The Thai injgeneral have made good 

•Vv soldiers, but the average Thai might not look upon the armed services as a 

desirable thing because of the strict regimentation!and accountability to 

,l> others. Neither would the concepts of a time-clock nor scheduled labor be 

.., Aar\ attractive one because it is too restrictive. The Thai concept of fate 

is that all things will happen as they ought to if they are left alone 

4 and uninfluenced. On the other hand the Thai is accountable for certain 

of his own actions, and some very strict demands are placed upon him in 

/ order that individual freedom can be protected in society.. He willingly submits 



to personal demands for appropriate action. Some of the cultural values 

t^atfall within this realm of individual responsibility are the following: 

/l) KRENG CHAI—This term is a very difficult one to explain with 

only one other word. It is best understood by a collection of words and 

phrases such as; self-effacement, respect for others (especially authority), 

humility' extreme consideration, avoidance of embarassing self and others, 

avoidar.ee of any kind of intrusion and avoidancelof any kind of imposition. 

This virtue has a high value for the Thai socially. One tacit value is that 

it serves as a rationalizing principle for any actions that would other

wise be an err.barassir-er*•. The point is made best by example: 

" J i a ) A Thai does not criticize his employer. This could be 

fiV / n seen as ccvaraice or fear by his peers, but the Thai explains that it is 

f>0 ^KRENG CHAi—out or nis honor and respect that he (does not criticize. 

' " j s ^ This is nr-cesssry since any evidence of weakness', fear or cowardice is a 

cause for shanse-—something abhorrent to the Thai. 

j b) A Thai offered a position of substantial responsibility 

f may very well refuse because he feels unsuited for the job. His sense of 

both KRENG CHAI and the possibility of failure prevent him from assuming 

(^v^J too great a task. To accept the position would bring shame both to him 

' . jv 7 and to his employer and that must certainly be avoided. KRENG C11A1 allows 

•M* ! 

for this excuse. ' 

(,'" "A c) One of the reasons for the lack, of confrontation in the 

|-]V̂ > Thai culture is the fact that they feel a definite need to save face at 

T any'cost. It is therefore a rare occasion indeed when a Thai will give 

.,. an hone^" or even direct answer to a question. In fact, it would be excee
ds'' 1 

l i t 7 

dingly rude to expect him or press him to do so. This would be grounds 

for great offense t o b e taken. . . . ' 

http://avoidar.ee


2) SANUK—SABAI—SADUAK—These words mean "fun, comfort and ponveni- ̂ rP L> 
i 

ence respectively. The Thai are masters of optimism |to the same degree 

that they are masters of the neglect of reality- One of the multiple posi-

tivc releases for the pressure brought on by the effort to maintain the 

social cosmetic is SANUK—SABAI. The Thai are gifted in the ability to 

derive enjoyment from practically every situation with which they are faced. 

There is consequently a high rating of the desire to have SANUK—a good 

time. Fun is something to be sought, while those things that are not 

fun are to be ignored. As a rule this principle is Surprisingly appli

cable across the board. It is an accurate commentary on the standard of 

value (in a general way) for the Thai as well as an accurate determinant 

and prescription for behavior. This is evident especially in the area of 

commitment to anything. As long as something is SANUK it is worth pur

suing, when than thing ceases to be SANUK, it should be set aside in or

der that other SANUK might be pursued. SANUK'is one of the things "that /' el 
12 / { 

makes Thai people so attractive." Yet en the other hand the entire / 

kes 

the Thai appear to the Westerner as lazy, slow and unmotivated. The 

concept of seeking fun and comfort and convenience above all else makes 0^ \v'̂ Vi ^ 

concept is so universal that it is even included in one of the Thai ./ (y'X) 

greetings which is translated, "Are Lhings comfortable for you?'(l'The /.-•> ,\ iV 

question is a rhetorical one somewhat like the English "How are you?" 

It nevertheless i.= very real part of the Thai lifestyle and mindset. Some 

further examples of this idea are the following: 

a) Often villagers will travel to the cities for the purpose of p 

finding a job only to return in a short time because Lhe job wasn't SANUK. ^ yjl 

b) On the other hand, the Thai are sometimes more th?n willing to «/ * 

perform a particular task because for them it offers a very high level of A ^ l*'-v 

13 \v' 
SANUK. These jobs might even be done free of charge. v£\ ,J 

..\\ ?J AJ 



c) National holidays are a time of feasting and celebration with 

everyone getting involved. Herein lies another integral aspect of SANUK 

—that is, the ultimate in SANUK is achieved when the most number of 

^ joT i] at ion. Thi !-;;••••• to relationships along this line is that they not be too 

people are experiencing it ((•. g. , the yearly water festival, etc.). 

d ) It is not at all uncommon to see some early morning workers 

on th-;ir vay to work on the back of a truck, whooping and yelling and 

\ clappir.^ ar.O laughing since there is no special reason not to. Roadside 

.rAi^' observers of the group smile as it blows by, saying, "They are 'producing' 

fun." ! 

Moderation and Peacefulness—These two values would fall second 

— t o none. Moderation is a virtue that brings good health and balance to 

r • f J I 1U 
^ \C^' one's lifs. It has been called the "keynote o£ Thai'social'relationships." 

The emph.isis Vir>re is on a lack of extremes—they are to be avoided. The 

very closes', c-i relationships must be somewhat distant to a point of moder-

)3r • fft friendly and yet not too distant. For example, "children are reared to show 

ij^^ deference =.nd respect to parents, but they are not expected t-o be compul-

, ii N sively dutiful and obedient." 

v'^; o T n e number one social value (according to Frank Moore) is peaceful-

' S s a n c * a t r a n cl u*-l state. This is a treasurer state for the Thai, and it 

^ ̂  ought to be maintained at all costs. The attitude is typified by non-aggres-

/ sion and quietude. Interestingly, no matter what other virtues a man 

^ K ^ \ \ m i S n t have, lie is not a good man unless he is peaceful. There is social 

\\\ ^ / condemnation for the man who himself is not peaceful or who causes others 

V not to be peaceful. On the other hand, in the act of praise and laud for 

someone, most often there will be reference to his peacefulness. The means 

s ./// . \ i 
1 v-. that the Thai use to maintain this particular social value is a three-fold 
^\\ { • • . ' " • • 

>WJ one. . . 



A) MAI PEN RAI—CHAI YEN—CHOEI-CHOEI—The best translation of 

/ \ ' 

the MAI PEN RAI is rendered "it doesn't matter." The Thai are "masters 

16 I . . . . -

W of unconcern." This concept is directly tied to Buddhistic fatalism 

: ^ | 

^* and the idea that any kind of concern is futile since whatever is going 

to happen will happen without any involvement on the part of man. It is 

also the primary principle used by the Thai to maintain peaceful quietude 

/ within their culture. MAI PEN RAI is a symbol.of the desire of the Thai 

to keep things on an even keel and to shrug off anything that seems to be 

^^disagreeable. All of the "bad" in life is avoided by the ability to uti-

r kfJ ! 
n lize this chrase thereby causing any negative element to theor: tically 

V/ not exist. If there is no drinking water—MAI PEN RAI—get some canal 

water and boil it. If the electricity goes out—MAI! PEN RAI—stop the 

activity, enjoy the rest and wait until the morning' for the light. This 

convenient and common phrase is a panacea for discomfort, tragedy, em-

barassment and any other kind of "social ill." 

, CHAI YE.n means "cool heart." This is the prescribed response of 

! 
• j > the Thai to adversity. It is not a verbal response as is the one above, 

••» rather it is a state of mind and heart. There is therefore never any 
/ 
• cause for anxiety or upset from difficulty. The "cool heart" must be 

4 , 
observed so that no social "waves" are stirred that Jwould create any 

i • I 
undue, turbulence. Direct expressions of anger or f eielings of di scon-

tent are not appropriate to the Thai. Such action is referred to as 

CHAI RON or "hot heart." | 

•* 

A further expression of this attitude of detached aloofness is the 
i 

term CHOEI-CHOEI. It is not accurately trans Is.able but the significance 

of the term can be understood by the phrase "calculated indifference." 

If MAI PEN RAI is a verbal expression and CHAI YEN is an attitude or a 

frame of mind, then CHOEI is a lifestyle. One ought to never be caught 



unaware, made to look silly or taken advantage of. If one is found in 

this sort of situation, he has only himself to ,biame. In fact, this 

value dictates that the one to be frowned upon is not the one who has 

taken advantage of another but rather the one who gets taken advantage-

of. One ought never to allow this to happen to him. One who is CH0E1 

yOl?^ will slough off an insult, never get angry and can lie or take advan

tage successfully. 

Ali of these values represent an aloofness that is actually a 

positive defense against abuse, embarassment and psychological strain. 

^V^" The Thai sê .-ns to somehow deceive himself into jjeleiving that if one 

doesn't r.::v- ,.nv problems, then he can't worry about them. Therefore 

problems are tr be ignored. ; 

I 

•..> / It ^uar.t to oe. mentioned at this point that only positive cul-

jp'tJ values (as reactions to bad situations) have be«[n discussed. It is 

0^ 0^ ! / noteworthy thj,t ^ften some negative reactions creep into the Thai frame 

of referenc-?--sirch as rivalry, gossip, backbiting.and revenge. Each of 

these is fiirly common—especially revenge. They are not necessarily 

socially acceptable, but the Thai are well aware that they take place. 

•jjj7 • The Thai are also human and not one of them keeps CHAI YEN consistently. 

^i'^ These are necessary though negative releases of psychological strain 

that comes from the maintainence of the social cosmetic. If some un-

kindness is committed against a Thai, he will say, "Mai pen rai," but 

ft44 he. wi 11 think, "I will definitely repay this wrong at any cost." This 

is part of maintaining a social balance as well. 

5) CHAO NAI—This term has very much to do with a previous term— 

j KRENG CHAI. KRENG CHAI (respect) is what ought to be shown to CHAO NAT 

K (authority or superior). Respect is not always shown however because 

l v there is a good and a bad sense to CHAO NAT. Often a CHAO NAI abuses his 

/ 



position or authority for his own gain. CHAO NAI (in the bad sense) 

is somewhat like the American "bad guys" of television. They are des

picable characters, yet somehow if we were in their shoes things would 

/• not seem quite so serious. The government for example, is always so cor-

,,iArupt until one becomes a part of it and then things are more understan-

P dable. CHAO NAI even in the bad sense is a thing to be sought though it 

'.|'' | might now be- despised. On the other hand an good CHAO NAI receives wil-
f j 

ling respect because he is a benificent person. Actually in order to re- ^ ~(V^J 

j u ' ; ceive respect he must be a benificent person. In ?d!dition he must be / ' ^ S ^ ^ , ? 

generous, a faithful Buddhist, respectful of elders, merciful, appre- fly] 

head, speaking froma seated position—never with the :legs crossed. This 

is an indication of honor and respect. CHAO NAI can Jbe gained in any . ./^ 

number or way.- including wealth, appointment, position, reputation or IN"^ 

any other thing cnXt-leTTds prestige. 

^' The '.ast category offered by Blanchard and Moojre is authority. 

It will not be discussed at length simply because it has been thoroughly 

described in pieces throughout the process of this chapter of the. paper. 

;/The main purpose of this section was largely to clear the way for a ba-

,V ! 
/„ lanced understanding of the functional theology as iv emits from the 

theological presuppositions of the Thai Christian. So then, from thii: 

,i j point we move on to discuss the matter of a Thai functional theology 



FUNCTIONAL THEOLOGY 

Because so little is written in the area of Thai contextual 

^ theology, this section will list some of the obsejrvable phenomena in 

r l i f c the attitudes and behavior of the Thai Christians. It is assumed that 

these phenomena sprout in pari; from the theological presuppositions of 

j v the Thai Christians- The phenomena may be pictured as hybrid plants 

born of the crossing of the Thai culture with the invading supracultura1 

truth about God in a seedbed of circumstance. | 

1. Modernization and Materialism ! 

As modernization has become a strong factor influencing the Thai 

" ,o 1 8 
.gts culture." Thai Christianity has been seen to be placing great impor-

<i ' 
tance on the a^^uT.Xiiri"orTof material goods. Part of this is due to the 

p̂t* new force in Thailand of advertising—especially in the medium of cele-

$ \ vision. Thai people generally applaud things which are believed to be 

., A, \l 19 [ 

v new or progressive. While it might be thought that the new, young 
20 

pastors being trained in the national church might then be well re-

6 ceived, such is not the case. Authority in the Thai church is associa-

ted with age or elevated social status. The SANUK. d"f newness is seen 

by the Thai to be beneficially employed simply fbr its inherent enjoy-

v > r i 
Y / mc.nt. 

- 2. Fornication and Adultery 

/ While the New Testament directives on sexual purity are taught , 

/ ! • 

and seemingly understood in the Thai church, fornication is for the most 
/ft' 



part tolerated with minimal object ion/ A stronger stand is taken by the 

4 > 

7 (2^> 
' f /* taking of minor wives, even on the part of pastorsvlJ^ Because of KRENG ^JC' ^yf 

CHAI and CHAI YEN it is difficult to try to exhort an individual over ' «Jp v?̂ ' 

21 
church on adultery. In spite of virginity being viewed as a preferable 

22 
way to enter marriage (especially for women ) , many Thai teenagers have 

23 

engaged in sexual relations before marriage. The SANUK of sexual 

pleasure is often a greater motivating factor in behavior in the Thai 

Church than is holiness. Here craving wins out over the Buddhist ideal 

of the dissolution of desire, an ideal supposedly respected in the 

culture at large. Inside the church, fornication between teenagers is 

.24 ' < often "winked at" and seen as a regular part of the maturing process 

1 In time; past the Thai church has had many problems with the 1^ 

the matter of practiced sin in their lives—especially pastors. One of 

the writers of this paper knows of a pastor long left undisciplined 

while living in an adulterous situation. Finally, he was disciplined on 

the pretext of his adultery, but his discipline was really instigated by,> 

a personality conflict. There has been considerable growth on the part of 

the Church in this area and the taking of a minor wife does not loom large 

2 6 
as a difficulty in the Thai church today. 

JL̂ ^ yLy Social Understanding of the Thai-Buddhist Equivalency 

iwv Since Buddhism is all-pervasive in Thai culture, Thai Christians 
. •» 

bften find themselves in a perplexed position when trying to live out 

/their Christianity. Should, for example, the Christian participate in ?ViW ^0^-' 

community projects when they are centered at the local Buddhist temple, 

ffiVy expecially when such projects are often understood to be merit making? \jQ^^r' 

How does the Christian student deal with the opening exercises at his " " j - / ^ ' 

school—exercises which often include participation in Buddhist prayers? ^ 

I; -(WIS 16: -A/AfJ 



IS 

^ * f . the leader of a group holds a. particular view,, the others usually 

& affirm his ideas externally, thereby maintaining social ease and helping 

the leader save face. In this situation, if one disagrees with a par-

^hfl^ticuiar decision or program, non-participation is a strong face-saving 

A n ( way to express one's disagreement 

f 
8. Importance of the Preaching Event over Doctrine 

Inside the Thai church doctrinal dogmatismj or accuracy is not a 
i 

factor of overwhelming importance. However, large import is place upon 

the preaching event itself inherently and esoterically. In the Buddhist 

temple teachings, the devotees find essential worth in just being there 

hearing the sound of the teaching even though they may not understand 
[ 

what is being said. People talk quietly among thjemselves while the 

£ Buddhist monk teaches, and they experience religious fulfillment in hearing 

A T 1 

32 
the sound of his voice. This phenomenon carries over into Christianity 

p.? j 
y to seme extent. Because of this, the prestige and the event of the 

i 33 

Q preaching concerns preachers more than doctrinal accuracy. 

. r t f ? 9. Importance of Material Goods over Doctrine and Loyalty 

\ J J \ 
H-V a A large problem for many years in the Gospjel Church of Thailand has 

been the seeming ease in which churches, pastors,: and church leaders will 

change their denomination and doctrinal standing.; Many times this 

change of affiliation is to a no:i-Christian church organization like 

.• ̂  Jesus Only or Jehovah's Witnesses. Other groups instigating these deoo-

minational changes from GCT churches are Church of Christ (in the Parker 

34 
Henderson flavor), Seventh Day Adventists, and the Assemblies of Go*... 

j 

The C&MA mission in Thailand does not subsidize individual churches or 

pastors anymore (though they did a couple of decades ago). Many pastors 



fF /and churches.have changed their affiliation because the financial benefits 

with other missions are often better. There is a certain amount of Thai «5' < # . 

ft along with the affiliation change. This is part of the reason for the 

dwindling constituency of the G C T . 3 5 £>\pwfA^- Oi-U^/lOj V^yttC^JjifiJ-' ^ ^ 

V 

0)' overly concerned about denominational differences, they do not feel strong 

thinking that runs along the lines of seeing Christianity as. a good job. f 

This kind of thinking becomes evident here. Thai Christians are not ^^p) 

/ft 
denominational ioyalty, and they find it easy to affirm doctrinal changes 

10. Pra-

' J Prayer on the part of Thai Christians is reported to be of the fox-' 

W 36 

\ hole type. Cr.nstians will often turn to God in prayer to avoid what 

& 
X 

they perceive tc be a calamitous situation befalling them. Prayer outside 

of this realm is observed to be lacking in praise and adoration towards 

God. Prayer is orfered up for the sick to be healed; prayer for healing ,y2fc a / 

is, however, usually resorted to after doctors, herbalists, and other 

avenues of healing have been frustrated. 

•11. Generosity 

Alongside the expectation of generosity and in cont'ra-distinction 

to the average Thai giving to the. Buddhist temple, the Thai church suffers 

from an "abysmal lack of giving. The average Thai gives a s i g n i f i c a n t ^ J ^ i t t ^ ' 

portion of his means to the maintaining of Buddhist institutions (257= i , 

was cited earlier). Much of this giving is associated with merit making. ':^r 

Since there is no merit making in Christianity, the iThai Christian is less 

impelled to be investing his finances in the church. 

12. Body Life and Unity 

The GCT has for years had much trouble in experiencing unity on the 



part of its.constituents. The .Thai values>for freedom and individuality. 
I 

j\& seem to impede unity. Even now two C&MA related churches in Bangkok 

4 I 
v want to remain independent of the GCT due to wearying of the GCT's in-

\^ / ternal problems. 
38 

Or. the local level, there is a definite lack of discipleship of 

( 

the Christians in churches. A sense of unity is 

lievers ir. the local churches and on the nationa 

Th^re are some exceptions to this. Some 

lacking among the be-

39 
1 level. 

Thai Christians have 

caught an understanding of the" kingdom of God and then live their lives 

exemplifying the unity of the believing Family. 

/ĵ {rl phenomenon with r,c cultural equivalent. It may 

and exemplifying is a supernatural manifestation 

lives. 

This appears to be a 

be that this understanding 

of God's Spirit in their 



t {J THEOLOGICAL PRESUPPOSITIONS 

This is not meant to be a systematic treatment of the traditional 

Thai. More accurately, 

r 

doctrines of Christianity as they are viewed by the 

.-.this section will be a sort of "free-lance" effort to determine what the 

behavior of Thai Christians betrays concerning their view of God and the 

Christian's responsiblity toward God. 

It if. unfortunate but inevitable that much of what follows will 

sound negative. This is because the tug of Thai culture has produced 

certain aberrations•in theology as the Western reader knows it. The writers 

of this paper are net disparaging Thai Christians for combining Thai values , 

and Christian teachings to form a uniquely flavored 

the contrary. A premise of this paper is that more 

theology." Contextualization which goes or. unconsciously is much more 

dangerous than that which is the result of a conscious grappling with the 

issues. The following presuppositions bear this out. 

Christianity—quite to 

Thai need.to be "doing 

,n 1. God is CHAI YEN. 

^ ^ ( ( 0 ^ People will often project onto God those attitudes which are highly 

^ valued in their culture. Behavior in the Thai Churih often suggests that 

• 

i/ God might be thought of as having a "cool heart." It is hard enough that 

'( converted Buddhists should think of a God with personality, but that God 

should express strong emotions is a bit much to accept. The Buddhist ideal 

of tranquility and se1f-conlxol is the cultural value which has influenced 

this presupposition about God. j 

21 i 



Thai Christians are more comfortable with a God who does not confront. 

Foreigners may at. times be overly critical and nagging, but how can God be 

JU JEE? If God is good, how can he allow his face to get red? 

i 

Yet "the Bible speaks of a God who is not' wi thout passion. He is not 

40 

an a p j l a God." In Genesis 8:20-21 God smelled the aroma of Noah's 

\ry, sacrifice and "was pleased." The second of the ten commandmants insinuates. 

9^y that God is jealous. The God of the Bible is not AKKADHANA, or free from 

/It-* enger. Rather, as Dr. Koyama writes, "the 'hot'1 God heats the cool outlook 

by placing it in the context of covenant relationship." 

God who chooses to confront from time to time is bound to be a 
! 

t I 

-r' God who demands' that one "lose face" before hirr j Yet if one views God as 

•^i'N' non-corf rental irnal he might thereby assume titrat \Gold ' s child should.never 

lose face. 5ha~e is a biblical concept as well as an observable phenomena^^vyt 

of Thai culture. But the Bible views shame as necessary and healthy<"and 

»p1^ shame in Thai culture is despised. Whereas the Thai avoid shame for self-ish 

s • 
reasons, "the theological issue is to see in one's shame a responsibility 

42 

to others, especially to God." 

A person, whose God does not confront has a hard time presenting his 

£v.,y> fellow countrymen with an exclusive message. Samuel Kim speaks of a 

[ i P .-"^"minority complex" which has developed among Christians: "It appears that 

^ U> j . 
•j most Christians are unnecessarily reserved and too soft spoken toward the 

jv"̂  majority. . . The Christian minority is too content with the goodwill 

V 
•YP^ y gestures of the majority. They are reluctant to confront them with the 

.!»• T 43 
Christian message." 

•\Y A person whose God does not confront has a hard time confronting a 

brother in Christ about sin in his life. Exhorting one another unto a life 

}\ of hoi ness rarely takes place—rather, individualism prevails. In such 



a situation God is viewed as One who values politeness over honesty, and 

One who expects the same code of behavior from his children. Such thinking 

would go on to make any disagreements on church committees appear as sitt.tx.nuCy g\<\ u 

impolite and intolerable. An outspoken leader may have his way even when 

j 

principle? of God's word call for his fellow brothers in Christ to oppose 

him. 

But since God is not always CHAI YEN, what significance should this 

have for the Thai Church? ^ C ^ M ) ? ^ f ^ ° * ^ « ^ / • 

2. God behaves much like the rule of Karma. 

Tied to the concept of an emotionless God is the idea of an impersonal 

God who is behind a framework of causality. He rewards men for good deeds 

and punishes ~en for bad deeds. x 

Thai Christians, while trying to understand the root of suffering 

and hardship? in their lives, might easily see God as a Father who both 

i 
rewards and t-jrishes his children according to their [deeds. If so. 

Christian behavior performed with God in mind might too often be done with 

i 

the hopes cf "appeasing" God. It is interesting that the common word used 

for "God" in the Thai Church is PHRACHAO. This is "a truly Thai term 

referring to 'something which one fears and must beseech or flatter . . . . ' " ^ 

But does the Bible view God as a Father who punishes his children 

for bad deeds by sending suffering? And if this punijtive aspect of God 

is stressed to an extreme, where is there room for an understanding of God's 

pure grace? God is not impersonal. He is present with men and women, and 

he loves his children dearly. He will not deal with a child as a heartless 

tyrant, ruling with an iron grip. While he makes men responsible for sin 

(Buddhist Karma insinuates that man is not responsible) he also breaks the 

fatalism of pure justice with a call of forgiveness through rcpenNincc 

http://sitt.tx.nuCy


("Buddhism has no possibility of forgiveness, for 'Karma is the iron law 

45 
to which there is no exception'" ) . And God does not punish his children 

in the same way as the accumulation of demerit is 

punishment. Rather, God disciplines his children 

ment for wrongdoing but as a catalyst for growth 

To equate God's actions with Karma is to gtreatly depersonalize God. 

Such aspects cf worship as praise and adoration are inappropriate if God 

believed, to bring 

in love, not as a pay-

in righteousness. 

'"^ ^ is not seen as being intensely personal. And if bod is not seen as a God 

I* 

0 

tr

ot purpose it is natural that Christians would most often turn to him in 
i\ 

it'" 

prayei. in crtier to avoid what they perceive to be| a calamitous situation 

befalling the-. This is little different from former times when they used 

to call upon the spirits with hopes of altering their predetermined bad 

luck. 

3. A sense of history is not needed in order to accept revelation. 

Ki~, in speaking of the Thai, says, "People whose existence is 

relatively free of crisis, and for whom time flows perpetually in a 

46 
' In contrast to the Western linear .,1^' circle, have little sense of history 

i <-«•' 
view of history, the Thai tend to give history a cyclical interpretation 

47. 
(cf. Arnold Toynbee and Oswald Spengler ). For the Thai, nature speaks 

louder than history: AS' A/'f)1H!fc &X\^7$ C/ft^CN 

< 7 vl^' 

<vcr ucŵ iDtj'jtii; l-feve&rts k w \ 

Nature is cyclically oriented. Man's life itself is a 

small circular movement within mother nature's broader 

circular movement. When a man's life is viewed and exper

ienced in terms of a circular movement, he becomes relatively 

free from the sense of despair and crisis. Once-for-all-ness 

is' breeds psychological tension and turmoil. [Circular movement 
if 

is, without really intending to be so, a negation of once- .,. j-,. 

for-a11-ness. There are always second, third, fourth, fifthY^ 

. . . chances for man and nature to accomplish what they 

intend to do. ... . The many-time-ness of nature confronts 

the doctrine of once-for-all-ness. The once-for-a11 style 

of life is an unfamiliar style of life in the land of 

benevolent nature. 48 



, J T i f r * It is interesting that that this presupposition about history is 

nked with the presupposition about God's "cool heart." Koyama explains 

t& 
$ that "a theology of neglect of history is the theology of God who stepped ^flNH 

out of histc-rv (God of oriental deism) and who therefore cannot meaning-
' ! CM? w 

49 
fully be moved to wrath," He goes on to explain: 

The Thai mind tends to identify God with an absdbtistic 

idea beyond history (a timeless, apathetic God). But the 

\T jj£ wrath of God has a unique power to historicizte God. In 

-*'.] shore, if God can truly be moved to wrath, he cannot be a 

^ , fp ti-eless, apathetic God beyond history, but he must be God 

•• -i* in history ("Thou" in history), in the sense of the drama 

'7\* / described in the Bible. 50 

;^ 
What kind of effects might this neglect of history have upon Thai 

"^Christians': First of all, it tends to produce a "lazy f a i t h . I f 

^J^there is a i.;arj.-cir?.-ness to life, why must one be particularly upset 

over failures cr lack of growth in one's Christian experience? The Thai 

^ Christian; co hot naturally look back to a particulair "commitment exper-

/ vience." and ir. this way "lock" themselves into history. They have a 

i tendency to take each day as it comes and live it in a way perhaps quite 

J unrelated to a previous spiritual decision. For .this reason they seem • 

V 

in no hurry to grow spiritually, and they, live a type of "roller-coaster" 

fu Christianity. 

Secondly, the above view of history can serve to downplay the 

significance of Jesus Christ. Whether to the Westerner or the Easterner, 

if his Christology is orthodox he must admit that the Incarnation is a 

highly important event for mankind. The "once-for-a11-ness" of Jesus 

Christ is thoroughly supported by the Scriptures. If God's ultimate 

revelation has already appeared in humankind's past, then how can a 

Christian ignore history? As Kosuke Koyama is so eloquent on this subject, 

the present writers quote him again: : 



God in Christ speaks to man. He is interested in man in 

history. This historical substance of love is love in the 

specific sense that it can hold within itself the amazing 

possibility to make itself sensible and intelligible to the 

•n man of any given culture and and given time. 52 

)• ^iVr' Thus, the importance of history ought to be strongly asserted by 

•ffl'^ every Christian. There is no such thing as history without direction 

and purpose. If the Thai view of history must be included in the message 

of the Thai Church, the most that can be done is 

53 
history as a "spiral" —having circular and seemingly meaningless 

probably to speak of 

characteristics, but def initely headed in a well-defined direction. 

4. God'.- gracs is cheap. 

qC' Many Thai Christians renounced their faith under the pressure of 

54 

the.Japanese during world War II. Many of these were reinstated into 

y their faith alter the war was over. The amazing: thing is that this 

<)CN phenomenon took place with little sense of repentance on the part of many 

who had recanted. How could this be? One reasoh is that Thai Christians 

for too long have thought of God's grace as being cheap. 

y} ~~^< There are at least two reasons for this tendency. First, Buddha 

\,XJ* (essentially taught the ability of the self to free oneself. "For the 

•y 

Buddhist, self-effort and 'bootstrap' deliverance through their own human 

y energies and ability, is a cardinal principle."^f Thus the Thai naturally 

iV'' ./assumef; that salvation must be earned. "The concept of 'grace' is an. •i|̂ j,<t;" 
y 56 ^'O^*^'-. 
,0 absolutely foreign and unfamiliar word in Thai mentality." They can't ^ £,t# 

conceive of receiving a free gift of salvation or forgiveness, to the point . .. 

that they L.-.ink, "If it is free, it must nit be Worth much." 

Secondly, the cheapness of grace in Thai theology is a product of 

the attitude that the. Christian life should be SANUK-SARA1;. Samuel Kim' 

says that the concept of SANUK provides people with "a measure of how much 



.57 
l&^j they wish to commit themselves to particular activities.""" Buddhism 

/ doesn't require sacrifice or commitment. The Thai "try to avoid serious 

^> religious and personal commitment becuase it is too much bother and 

58 
rather disturbing."" ' 

I 
Yet, the Scriptures teach that discipleship is always costly. The 

Christian who would follow Christ must learn to do many things which are 

not SANUK and which take them away from feeling SABAI. "The cost of 

discipleship must be paid. But our problem is, the people just do not 

59 
understand why." is tne comment of a former missionary to Thailand. 

Kim states that cheap grace is "now a common disease among Thai 

60 
churches 11 "ostered that strongly Thai idea of "getting away with 

„;i all you can. '.r> Kim's eyes, "today, the greatest Iproblem and hindrance 
I 

.61 / to the Christian witness is the degraded Christian standard of life." 

There has been much misconduct among leaders. Certjain sexual sins have 

been "winked '..con." Internal disputes have been common. True repentance 

l 
and contrition have been the exception. Standards of "holiness" have not 

been a concern. Sinning Christians do not face up to their sins responsi-

bly. The idea is rampant that sin has little consequence, for one can 

| 

always ask for forgiveness afterward. It is a picture of the "sinning that 

grace may abound" found in the writings of Paul. 

Christianity without a standard of holiness, without sorrow over 

sin-is no Christianity at all. Yet here one sees a case where Thai cultural 

/ values have so warped the doctrine of forgiveness that God's call to 

s x ^ " righteous living has become fainter than a whisper, i 

5. Conversion need not require subsequent self-denial. 

It is quite remarkable that though there is no concept of "self" in 

Buddhism, Thai society caters so well to the pursuit of entirely selfish 



interests- Christ's selfless constraining love for others is utterly 

foreign to the Buddhist. Does the Thai Church see the servant role which 

awaits the true follower of Christ? Does it understand that self-denial 

is not optional just because it is so un-Thai? 

Apparently it does not. F'a r t icu la r 1 y in the area of wealth and 

material goods the Church failed miserably at self-denial. Being a pastor 

0 /' is not considered by Thai Christians to be a high calling—mostly because 

financial benefits are meager. When men have taken on positions of 

y 1 leadership, graft and extortion of church funds has been a common thing. 

Sheep stealing" has been very common when a newiy arrived mission board 

K 

•r , will ofter iocai Christians (especially leaders) more money or status than 

^ \ they are receiving at the time. Those who have had the integrity to turn 

N ,.<p down such offers have been extremely few and far between. So also the / U ^ A -

X' Thai Christian oiten asks himself, "Can the missionary really be coming out.Q^v' 
V 

iave still not shrugged off the love of money that is ram-

< ? 7 / 
here out of pure concern for me, without any incentive or persona 

^w.CThai Christians h 

' •/ pant in their ooor yet fastlv developing nation. Greed has continued to 

) " thrive in the Cr.urch due to the underlying failure to face up to that deeper 

/ 

1 gain?" ^ J < V 

commitment called self-denial. 

tf' 6. God is not to be understood through logic. 

Kim states that "the majority of Buddhist followers know little of 

the doctrines and creeds. Most of the villagers are ignorant of the higher 

teachings of their religion for they are often illiterate or they are not 

encouraged to learn. They have a saying that says . . . 'It is better not 

to know what they are saying.' They think that sophisticated religious 

62 

doctrines m.ike them worry and trouble their hearts." This common attitude 

toward religious speculation has certainly had an effect upon the Thai Church. 



Understanding Christianity is secondary to actually practicing its rituals. 

,{/ This can be evidenced in the phenomenon that the act of preaching is held 

to be above the studying of the doctrines of the faith. 

1 / 

I -
I f 

Western logic does not usually appeal to the Thai. The apologetic 

I 
approach vhich attempts to challenge the Buddhist doctrines appeals only 

f^V- to the thinking, educated Buddhist. This category jo £ society is very small. 

a- I / •'•> 
ij^/ Alex Sm: th maintains that preaching should shun the use of logical '/ \N' '-

63 
progressions' in favor of such things as parables, symbols and analogies. 

J 

Herein c.r. area ir. which the Church can engage in some legitimate 

adaptation to Thai culture. 

i 
"ho pof-ible danger in the above presupposition, however, is that 

y[S'ythe Thai Christian may grow to feel that understanding his faith is not 

/ of great priority. The many distorted presuppositions above ought to be 

a testimony tc. z'r.e fact that failure to analyze leads to false doctrine, 

and false cor.tr ir.e leads to flagrant sin in the life of the Church. If 

the act of raising crucial questions about Christ's derr.ands on Thai culture 

is an act quit-a "un-Thai," then here certainly is an area where Thai Christ-

I)/ 

v ians must reject their cultural characteristic. 

use the Thai Buddhist's 

7. The Body of Christ has loosely fitted parts. 

Thai individualism here shines through. Becai 

approach to religion is one that is very individua 1 ijst ic, converts to 

Christianity often find it hard to adjust to a fellowship of believers 

committed in such a personal way to one another. There remains an effort 

to keep high walls so that, no one can share '.i the secrets of one's heart. 

There is a residual attitude that "I don't owe any other Christian anything, 

and certainly I am not accountable to him for sin in rny^ life!" The Thai 1 

Church often forgets that God has replaced "individual irresponsibility" 

http://cor.tr


IV • Loyal'y to one's local congregation or denomination has been very 

s obviously due to such 

j 

.>-; grates a::i:-!S: ch-.- very nature of a Thai, disagreements with another wil ] 
*' •. li ' 

»i ^ not co--.or.!y hi talked out," and bitterness is likely to take root with 

case. Mist Thai Christians may enjoy or even prefer a Body that is loosely 

fitted together: out can they really be happy with the resulting strife? 

2, <( |\
v 8. Christ is against Thai culture. 

11 

with mutual accountability. 

sporadic throughout the country. Some of this i; 

things as urced and a low estimation of the value of doctrinal questions. 

But this phenomenon of "fickle membership" is also rooted in the fact that. • 

nianvThiii Christians are set on having their own] personal freedom and 

individuality. It is not uncommon when church disagreements arise to see 

j(l .^t , a lack cf humility and a unwillingness to compromise one's position in ari.y ^ ̂ ; 

i Y? , V j ^ ' ' ' • • 
\ i?1' ,r^Vav. Beca-js-a the Th.ai Church has not learned to; fight (the cultvre has ^ 

^ \ e "it 
'. \ been no ha-- h^re). it has learned only f 1 ight. Because confrontation \fl 

t^' ••> The Church in Thailand has had a problem. 1 The Church in Thailand 

~\ s till has l ;_<-;•-' iem. Its members are social outcasts, "If you do not fol

low the general trends of the community and do not participate in the 

iy communal religious practice, you will be alienated." There are two 

, •' dangers here: isolation from the world and conformity to the majority. The 

message which the Church so far has gotten loud and clear is that God calls 

i y y i 2£
 o u t i °L social structure. This has resulted; in the development of a 

' . -P? — 

Kj y\ tremendous inferiority complex on the part of Christians. ("Woe is me. I 

• / have relinquished my 'Thai-ness' for the sake of a foreign religion.") 

0 . . 
V\ v^^ VlJissionaries have not helped matters much as over the years they have been quite comfortable with imported Western forms in the Church. ) 

Thai Christians are often accused of being unpatriotic, but it is 



1 

with this accusation that they reply adamantly ijo the contrary. Except s'/S' 

for perhaps rejecting th DEVA RAJA concept of th|e monarchy (the god-k ing), ' 

all Christians are strong supporters of the monarchy. 

But is Christ cross-cultural? And if so, does he enter any culture 

t ^ with the. message that all ties must be cut? And can a Church truly be 

i 
"salt" ir. .-. society it it is in retreat from the 'society? With the above 

IV $ i 
' presupposition it is no wonder that the Church in1 Thailand has not appeared 

t W ' j to be a viable option for the Thai people. 



'•I I 

This choice lies before the Thai Christian: Whetlicr or not it makes 

you "feel comf on .ibl e , " whether or not it: is the "Thai" thing to o, WILL 

YOU OR WILL YOU NOT CHOOSE TO WRESTLE WITH THE TENSIONS CREATED WHEN CHRIST 

BECOMFS INCARNATE IN THAI CULTURE? If you wi lil not, (ion' I turn to the 

.".s: c . m d expect him Lo do i; . He can only be- a "source of good 

alterr:-^ -i "stimulator," a "doctrinal conscience."^ YOU must do the 

actual •.: inkinc. If you wi 1 ] , ONLY THEN will you discover that Christ, is 

not call i r . s you to reject your culture. Only then will you see that Christ 

is c 1 i i:". you t o r.-'rely a f f i rm h i m ir. your culture. 

* IN' ^ 

"TV*-7" ! • _ , - 1 . 
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